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Patagonia is a strange and terrifying place, a vast tract of land shared by Argentina and Chile
where the violent weather spawned over the southern Pacific charges through the Andes with
gale-force winds, roaring clouds, and stinging snow. Squarely athwart the latitudes known to
sailors as the roaring forties and furious fifties, Patagonia is a land trapped between angry
torrents of sea and sky, a place that has fascinated explorers and writers for centuries. Magellan
discovered the strait that bears his name during the first circumnavigation. Charles Darwin
traveled Patagonia's windy steppes and explored the fjords of Tierra del Fuego during the
voyage of the Beagle. From the novel perspective of the cockpit, Antoine de Saint-Exupry
immortalized the Andes in Wind, Sand, and Stars, and a half century later, Bruce Chatwin's In
Patagonia earned a permanent place among the great works of travel literature. Yet even today,
the Patagonian Andes remain mysterious and remote, a place where horrible storms and
ruthless landscapes discourage all but the most devoted pilgrims from paying tribute to the
daunting and dangerous peaks.Gregory Crouch is one such pilgrim. In seven expeditions to this
windswept edge of the Southern Hemisphere, he has braved weather, gravity, fear, and doubt to
try himself in the alpine crucible of Patagonia. Crouch has had several notable successes,
including the first winter ascent of the legendary Cerro Torre's West Face, to go along with his
many spectacular failures. In language both stirring and lyrical, he evokes the perils of every
handhold, perils that illustrate the crucial balance between physical danger and mental agility
that allows for the most important part of any climb, which is not reaching the summit, but getting
down alive.Crouch reveals the flip side of cutting-edge alpinism: the stunning variety of menial
labor one must often perform to afford the next expedition. From building sewer systems during a
bitter Colorado winter to washing the plastic balls in McDonalds' playgrounds, Crouch's
dedication to the alpine craft has seen him through as many low moments as high summits. He
recounts, too, the riotous celebrations of successful climbs, the numbing boredom of forced
encampments, and the quiet pride that comes from knowing that one has performed well and
bravely, even in failure. Included are more than two dozen color photographs that capture the
many moods of this land, from the sublime beauty of the mountains at sunrise to the unrelenting
fury of its storms.Enduring Patagonia is a breathtaking odyssey through one of the worldís last
wild places, a land that requires great sacrifice but offers great rewards to those who dare to
challenge it.

"An otherworldly range of mountains exists in Patagonia, at the southern end of the Americas. It
is a sublime range, where ice and granite soar with a dancer's grace. From the mountains' feet
tumble glaciers and dark forests of beech. The summits float in the southern sky, impossibly
remote. Climbers who gaze upon these wonders ache to unlock their secrets. Hard, steep,



massive, these might be our planet?s most perfect mountains."--from Enduring PatagoniaFrom
the Hardcover edition.From the Inside Flapa strange and terrifying place, a vast tract of land
shared by Argentina and Chile where the violent weather spawned over the southern Pacific
charges through the Andes with gale-force winds, roaring clouds, and stinging snow. Squarely
athwart the latitudes known to sailors as the roaring forties and furious fifties, Patagonia is a land
trapped between angry torrents of sea and sky, a place that has fascinated explorers and writers
for centuries. Magellan discovered the strait that bears his name during the first
circumnavigation. Charles Darwin traveled Patagonia's windy steppes and explored the fjords of
Tierra del Fuego during the voyage of the Beagle. From the novel perspective of the cockpit,
Antoine de Saint-Exupry immortalized the Andes in Wind, Sand, and Stars, and a half century
later, Bruce Chatwin's In Patagonia earned a permanent place among the great works of travel
literature. Yet even today, the Patagonian Andes remain mysterious and remote, a place where
horr --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverPatagonia is a strange and
terrifying place, a vast tract of land shared by Argentina and Chile where the violent weather
spawned over the southern Pacific charges through the Andes with gale-force winds, roaring
clouds, and stinging snow. Squarely athwart the latitudes known to sailors as the "roaring forties
and "furious fifties, Patagonia is a land trapped between angry torrents of sea and sky, a place
that has fascinated explorers and writers for centuries. Magellan discovered the strait that bears
his name during the first circumnavigation. Charles Darwin traveled Patagonia's windy steppes
and explored the fjords of Tierra del Fuego during the voyage of the Beagle. From the novel
perspective of the cockpit, Antoine de Saint-Exupry immortalized the Andes in Wind, Sand, and
Stars, and a half century later, Bruce Chatwin's In Patagonia earned a permanent place among
the great works of travel literature. Yet even today, the Patagonian Andes remain mysterious and
remote, a place where horrible storms and ruthless landscapes discourage all but the most
devoted pilgrims from paying tribute to the daunting and dangerous peaks.Gregory Crouch is
one such pilgrim. In seven expeditions to this windswept edge of the Southern Hemisphere, he
has braved weather, gravity, fear, and doubt to try himself in the alpine crucible of Patagonia.
Crouch has had several notable successes, including the first winter ascent of the legendary
Cerro Torre's West Face, to go along with his many spectacular failures. In language both stirring
and lyrical, he evokes the perils of every handhold, perils that illustrate the crucial balance
between physical danger and mental agility that allows for the mostimportant part of any climb,
which is not reaching the summit, but getting down alive.Crouch reveals the flip side of cutting-
edge alpinism: the stunning variety of menial labor one must often perform to afford the next
expedition. From building sewer systems during a bitter Colorado winter to washing the plastic
balls in McDonalds' playgrounds, Crouch's dedication to the alpine craft has seen him through
as many low moments as high summits. He recounts, too, the riotous celebrations of successful
climbs, the numbing boredom of forced encampments, and the quiet pride that comes from
knowing that one has performed well and bravely, even in failure. Included are more than two
dozen color photographs that capture the many moods of this land, from the sublime beauty of



the mountains at sunrise to the unrelenting fury of its storms.Enduring Patagonia is a
breathtaking odyssey through one of the worldis last wild places, a land that requires great
sacrifice but offers great rewards to those who dare to challenge it."From the Hardcover edition.--
This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorGregory Crouch grew up in Goleta,
California, where he now lives with his wife, DeAnne, and their son, Ryan. He has made more
than a dozen climbing expeditions on four continents, most notably in Alaska and Patagonia,
and his work has appeared in National Geographic, Islands, Backpacker, Climbing, and Rock &
Ice. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.MY PATAGONIAAn otherworldly range of mountains exists in Patagonia, at the
southern end of the Americas. It is a sublime range, where ice and granite soar with a dancer’s
grace. From the mountains’ feet tumble glaciers and dark forests of beech. The summits float in
the southern sky, impossibly remote. Climbers who gaze upon these wonders ache to unlock
their secrets. Hard, steep, massive, these might be our planet’s most perfect mountains. To court
these summits is to graft fear to your heart, for all is not idyllic beauty among the great peaks of
Patagonia. They stand squarely athwart what sailors refer to as the “roaring forties” and “furious
fifties”—that region of the Southern Hemisphere between 40° and 60° south latitude known for
ferocious wind and storm. The violent weather spawned over the great south sea charges
through the Patagonian Andes with gale-force wind, roaring cloud, and stinging snow. Buried like
a rapier deep into the heart of the southern ocean, Patagonia is a land trapped between angry
torrents of sea and sky.The horrendous weather more than makes up for the fact that the
mountains of Patagonia do not count extreme altitude as a weapon. Altitude is only one aspect
of climbing difficulty. The enormous walls of Patagonia demand fast, efficient, and expert
practice of every climbing technique. Wealthy dilettantes cannot buy their way onto these
exclusive summits. Only years of dedication to the alpine trade earn a climber the right to gain a
Patagonian summit.Cerro Fitzroy and Cerro Torre are the two crown jewels of the range. Seen
from across the wind-swept scrub of the steppes to the east, they are the two crux battlements in
the long Andean rampart. Far outdoing the Great Pyramids, Fitzroy’s stone bulk towers 10,000
feet over the arid plains and dominates the landscape like a barbarian king. Beside and a bit
behind the king rises Cerro Torre, his royal consort, a graceful obelisk: tall, slender, vertiginous,
elusive, hers the very form of alpine perfection. Although Fitzroy is a few hundred feet taller,
Cerro Torre exceeds the king in every aspect except size—in difficulty, in threat, in promise, in
beauty, in subtlety, and in the savageness of her fury. Cerro Fitzroy and Cerro Torre shoulder the
sky like titans.Cerro Torre stands at the left end of a line of towers, all divided from Fitzroy and
his satellites by a deep valley and a flowing glacier. Fitzroy’s half-dozen satellites form a
horseshoe to the left and right of the king. Anywhere else, the peaks that flank Fitzroy and Cerro
Torre would be centerpiece summits; here in Patagonia they are the palace guard.Beyond the
mountains to the west lies the Southern Patagonian Ice Cap. The ice cap runs north-south like a
long irregular cigar, bounded on one side by the front range of the Andes, and on the other by
the Pacific Ocean. At its widest point, twenty-five miles north of the Fitzroy massif, the ice cap is



almost sixty miles across. At its narrowest, sixty miles south of Fitzroy, less than ten miles of ice
separate the Pacific Ocean in Fiordo Peel from fresh waters that flow into the Brazo Mayor (the
major arm) of Lago Argentino. From north to south the ice cap is 225 miles long, and without
counting the many glaciers that drain it, the surface of the ice cap measures more than 5,000
square miles. It is our world’s largest nonpolar expanse of ice and one of the least knowable
landscapes on earth. From no point in the settled world can one get a true impression of the ice
cap, for the Andes block the view of it from the inhabited desert to the east. There are places
from which we can observe the glaciers that drain the ice cap through breaks in the mountain
chain, and from other points we can view bits and pieces of the ice fields, but the ice cap itself
exists almost in myth, in a world beyond men. No man makes his home there, and only the most
intrepid access this frozen fastness—and even they cannot stay for long.Driven ashore by the
remorseless west wind, storms blast out of the southern ocean, seethe over the ice cap, and
guard the summits of the Patagonian Andes with Olympian fury. The leading edge of a storm
often reveals Fitzroy as a threatening shadow within the churning clouds, but of Cerro Torre
there is seldom any trace. Typically, the storm expends its moisture on the ice cap and
mountains, but the power of the wind remains as it bursts free of the peaks and surges across
the steppes east of the Andes. Above the desert steppes the west wind strings the clouds out
into stacks and lines of saucer- and cigar-shaped lenticular clouds, clouds that run downwind
and fade into the blue sky until all that remains of the storms is the wind, the gusting wind, the
ceaseless, ceaseless wind.When rare clear skies greet the rising sun, Fitzroy, Cerro Torre, and
their satellites are bathed with purple, blue, rose, and gold light. In such outlandish beauty, the
ice and stone heights seem to hold forth the ultimate promise. But late in the day, when the sun
sinks to the west, those same mountain faces are shadowed and ominous, ironbound like the
walls of Dante’s City of Dis. Then, as the sun drops unseen into the ice cap beyond the
mountains, hellfire burns atop the mountain rampart.Stories of fear, suffering, and failure stop
most climbers from coming to Patagonia, and the stories accurately reflect reality. The
mountains have no generosity and no justice. They stand unmoved by the human dramas that
play out on their flanks, and they give and take with unknowable whim. We have only the dignity
of persistence with which to combat this terrible faceless indifference.The Patagonian gauntlet
of hardship cannot be evaded. Frustration builds for climbers as attempt after arduous attempt is
rejected by southern storms. Few have the mental fortitude to withstand the repeated failures
coupled with the extended inactivity the bad weather enforces. But there are a handful of
climbers who find the opposing miseries of the Patagonian Andes irresistible and are repeatedly
drawn to this proving ground.For many years I have been just such a human comet, in long
orbits around the obelisks of Patagonia. Seven times I’ve made the pilgrimage. And I will go
back, for the times that I spend in those mountains are the most charged moments of my life. In
the mountains, life sings. Normal life can be such drudgery; little seems important. But in the
mountains, all is different, for the alpine life is a life of consequence. In Patagonia every act,
every choice, is significant. The myriad moods of the world matter. Has the wind shifted? Did the



clouds rise or lower? Has it snowed much recently? Did it freeze last night? Climbers in the
Patagonian Andes are as subject to the tyrannies of wind and storm as were the sailors in the
age of tall wooden ships. The pulse of the world ran through their veins, and, in the mountains, it
runs through mine.•I first arrived in Patagonia, the better part of a decade ago, with a torn
backpack, battered tennis shoes, a few hundred dollars in my pocket, my ragged passport, and
two letters from my girlfriend about the shaky ground we stood on. Nagging somewhere behind
were the never-ending expectations of my driven, success-oriented mother and father for their
West Point graduate but otherwise disappointing son. I had followed a dream to the peaks of
Patagonia, but, nearing thirty, I was too old for purposeless endeavor, too uninterested in the
cubicle world of the corporate workplace to build a career, and far too much in love with
mountains to abandon them.Now, my Patagonian adventures shimmer in my memory with the
hammered silver look of the sun on wind-ruffled water. I could sort them into chronological order,
but that’s not how I live them. To me, these memories are a tapestry without end or beginning.
On these mountain expeditions I have discovered my compass, and it is the harsh discipline of
the alpine way. The same final destination awaits us all, climbers and flatlanders alike. In the
meantime, there is only the path. For me, it is enough.My Patagonia is never far buried.
Whenever I pull Patagonia into the forefront of my mind, which I do many times a day, I see a
vision of the great peaks as they soar up into a sky full of angry clouds. I hear the terrible wind.
And I feel fear.But why climb? And why climb in Patagonia, where storm and mountain are so
cruel? I am regularly asked why and I hate the question because the answer refuses distillation,
and my inability to produce an adequate quip makes me seem an inarticulate fool. There is no
sentence, no paragraph that captures the answer. Virtually everything that I know I have learned
in the mountains, for only in such an elemental realm is truth undiluted. Mountains, and mostly
the mountains of Patagonia, have taught me what I know about terror and joy; friendship; mirth
and gravity; courage and cowardice and when to take a risk; success and failure; persistence,
patience, endurance, and opportunity. To them I owe my most extreme visions of beauty and
most of what I know about myself. But climbing is so much more than a series of schoolmaster’s
lessons, and I resort to writing in the hope that when our shared journey is over you will feel the
answer to the question why in your heart and guts as I feel it in mine. And if I fail at that task—as I
almost certainly will—then I hope that you will at least enjoy these stories from my alpine life.•In
Patagonia a storm clears and the alpine monoliths stand like teeth set in a dragon’s jaw. The last
shreds of cloud fade into the firmament. The message broadcast from the peaks is as jarring as
the scream of a train whistle. “Show yourself,” they say. Few moments bristle with as much
opportunity. And before such uncaring majesty I wrestle my twin demons of fear and desire. Do I
want this? Who am I? Is it enough? I wonder every time. Those who don’t seek out such
moments of beauty, passion, and intensity don’t know themselves as well as they should. People
may say that alpinism is a fool’s game full of meaningless risk, and they may be right, but I climb
because I thirst to throw back the margins of my world. There remains so much that I do not
know. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From Publishers WeeklyCrouch, a West Point



grad and army ranger, is the latest climber/journalist to try to capture the unseen heroics of
those who reach the summits of the world's highest peaks. Instead of summitting familiar peaks,
the author describes three separate expeditions to the remote Patagonian mountain range in
South America, a series of peaks straddling the border between Chile and Argentina. There he
completes a successful climb up the Compressor Route of Cerro Torre, one of the world's most
sought-after summits; a first ascent of the north face of Aguja Poincenot; and a treacherous
winter ascent of the west face of Cerro Torre, another first. These three climbs are bracketed by
long vignettes about the unpredictable Patagonian weather and Crouch's disappointment with
routine life back home in America, where he works construction and other odd jobs to pay for
climbing trips. On the mountain, Crouch vividly describes the technical and psychological
aspects of climbing, as well as the distinctions of the Patagonian peaks. Unfortunately, he is also
prone to distracting bouts of macho philosophizing. Off the mountain, Crouch is so absorbed
with thoughts of climbing that he contrasts everything in his life with his moments in the
mountains. At one point, he goes so far as to describe his marriage as "the ultimate base camp."
For Crouch, clearly, climbing is akin to a religion, and chasing a summit is his only way of
seeking salvation. (Oct.)Forecast: Adventure enthusiasts and those already converted to the
sport will welcome this addition to climbing literature, but general readers may find the author's
single-mindedness and lack of local color less enticing. A West Coast and Rocky Mountain
publicity tour should help support the title in the appropriate communities.Copyright 2001
Cahners Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
Library JournalA writer for National Geographic and Outside magazines, Crouch is a veteran
climber of four continents. His most notable climbs have taken place in Patagonia, the land
shared by Argentina and Chile and one of the last unexplored places left in the world. Crouch
has made seven "pilgrimages" to this rarely written about place, each of which is covered in this
engaging memoir of risk taking and endurance. Climb by climb, the reader is taken along with
Crouch as he struggles spiritually and physically to scale the mountains. Included are color
photographs that capture the breathtaking views of this rugged land as well as a glossary of
climbing terms. Worthwhile reading for those who enjoy adventure stories; recommended for all
libraries. Stephanie Papa, Baltimore Cty. Circuit Court Law Lib., MDCopyright 2001 Reed
Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
BooklistCrouch, who writes for National Geographic and Outside, adds another volume to the
unending stream of man-conquers-mountain books. He focuses on the cold, icy, brutally windy
area of Andean South America known as Patagonia, and it takes on the dimensions of a thriller,
as more often than not Crouch must take one step forward (or up) and two steps back (or
down!), always only hours away from life-threatening storms. When finally, after many tries,
Crouch reaches one of his prized summits, Cerro Torre, he suddenly realizes that "the reality of
the moment is so much more than the summit we move for." Interspersed through the climbing
narratives are various essays--for instance, comparing ice climbers, sport climbers, free
climbers, aid climbers, and peak baggers with alpiners ("the all-rounders of the climbing game").



Perhaps the most gripping essay is a four-page description of weather patterns in the basically
landless southern hemisphere. A great book for experiencing vicarious thrills from the safety of
the comfy chair. Allen WeaklandCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Copyright © 2001 by Gregory CrouchAll rights reserved under International and Pan-American
Copyright Conventions. Published in the United States by Random House, Inc., New
York.Random House and colophon are registered trademarks of Random House, Inc.A portion
of this book was originally published in the March 2000 issue of National Geographic.Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataCrouch, Gregory.Enduring Patagonia / Gregory
Crouch.p. cm.1. Patagonia (Argentina and Chile)—Description and travel. 2. Andes—Description
and travel.3. Mountaineering—Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) 4. Snow and ice climbing—
Patagonia(Argentina and Chile) 5. Crouch, Gregory—Journeys—Patagonia (Argentina and
Chile) I. Title.F2851 .C78 2001918.2′70464—dc21 2001019416Illustrations in glossary by
Jackie Aherv3.0_r2CONTENTSTitle PageCopyright PageEpigraphMY PATAGONIATHE CERRO
TORRE CAMPAIGNASCENTS, DESCENTS, SUMMITS, AND THE NATURE OF
ALPINISMALEA JACTA EST: THE DIE IS CASTTHE FAR SIDE OF THE RUBICONTIERRA DEL
FUEGO: A HORIZONTAL INTERLUDETHE WORK SESSIONSLA TIERRA DESCONOCIDA:
THE UNKNOWN COUNTRYESTANCIA MAIPÚ: ANOTHER HORIZONTAL
INTERLUDEHORIZONTAL INTERLUDE: THE ALPINE TRIBEON THE SIDE OF
HOPEADVENIAT: WHATEVER COMESMY PATAGONIA
AGAINPhotosDedicationAcknowledgmentsGlossaryAbout the AuthorChief among these
motives was the overwhelming idea of the great whale himself. Such a portentous and
mysterious monster roused all my curiosity. Then the wild and distant seas where he rolled his
island bulk; the undeliverable, nameless perils of the whale; these, with all the attending marvels
of a thousand Patagonian sights and sounds, helped to sway me to my wish. With other men,
perhaps, such things would not have been inducements; but as for me, I am tormented with an
everlasting itch for things remote. I love to sail forbidden seas, and land on barbarous
coasts.HERMAN MELVILLE, Moby-Dick.MY PATAGONIAAn otherworldly range of mountains
exists in Patagonia, at the southern end of the Americas. It is a sublime range, where ice and
granite soar with a dancer’s grace. From the mountains’ feet tumble glaciers and dark forests of
beech. The summits float in the southern sky, impossibly remote. Climbers who gaze upon these
wonders ache to unlock their secrets. Hard, steep, massive, these might be our planet’s most
perfect mountains.To court these summits is to graft fear to your heart, for all is not idyllic beauty
among the great peaks of Patagonia. They stand squarely athwart what sailors refer to as the
“roaring forties" and “furious fifties"—that region of the Southern Hemisphere between 40° and
60° south latitude known for ferocious wind and storm. The violent weather spawned over the
great south sea charges through the Patagonian Andes with gale-force wind, roaring cloud, and
stinging snow. Buried like a rapier deep into the heart of the southern ocean, Patagonia is a land
trapped between angry torrents of sea and sky.The horrendous weather more than makes up for
the fact that the mountains of Patagonia do not count extreme altitude as a weapon. Altitude is
only one aspect of climbing difficulty. The enormous walls of Patagonia demand fast, efficient,
and expert practice of every climbing technique. Wealthy dilettantes cannot buy their way onto
these exclusive summits. Only years of dedication to the alpine trade earn a climber the right to



gain a Patagonian summit.Cerro Fitzroy and Cerro Torre are the two crown jewels of the range.
Seen from across the wind-swept scrub of the steppes to the east, they are the two crux
battlements in the long Andean rampart. Far outdoing the Great Pyramids, Fitzroy’s stone bulk
towers 10,000 feet over the arid plains and dominates the landscape like a barbarian king.
Beside and a bit behind the king rises Cerro Torre, his royal consort, a graceful obelisk: tall,
slender, vertiginous, elusive, hers the very form of alpine perfection. Although Fitzroy is a few
hundred feet taller, Cerro Torre exceeds the king in every aspect except size—in difficulty, in
threat, in promise, in beauty, in subtlety, and in the savageness of her fury. Cerro Fitzroy and
Cerro Torre shoulder the sky like titans.Cerro Torre stands at the left end of a line of towers, all
divided from Fitzroy and his satellites by a deep valley and a flowing glacier. Fitzroy’s half-dozen
satellites form a horseshoe to the left and right of the king. Anywhere else, the peaks that flank
Fitzroy and Cerro Torre would be centerpiece summits; here in Patagonia they are the palace
guard.Beyond the mountains to the west lies the Southern Patagonian Ice Cap. The ice cap runs
north-south like a long irregular cigar, bounded on one side by the front range of the Andes, and
on the other by the Pacific Ocean. At its widest point, twenty-five miles north of the Fitzroy
massif, the ice cap is almost sixty miles across. At its narrowest, sixty miles south of Fitzroy, less
than ten miles of ice separate the Pacific Ocean in Fiordo Peel from fresh waters that flow into
the Brazo Mayor (the major arm) of Lago Argentino. From north to south the ice cap is 225 miles
long, and without counting the many glaciers that drain it, the surface of the ice cap measures
more than 5,000 square miles. It is our world’s largest nonpolar expanse of ice and one of the
least knowable landscapes on earth. From no point in the settled world can one get a true
impression of the ice cap, for the Andes block the view of it from the inhabited desert to the east.
There are places from which we can observe the glaciers that drain the ice cap through breaks
in the mountain chain, and from other points we can view bits and pieces of the ice fields, but the
ice cap itself exists almost in myth, in a world beyond men. No man makes his home there, and
only the most intrepid access this frozen fastness—and even they cannot stay for long.Driven
ashore by the remorseless west wind, storms blast out of the southern ocean, seethe over the
ice cap, and guard the summits of the Patagonian Andes with Olympian fury. The leading edge
of a storm often reveals Fitzroy as a threatening shadow within the churning clouds, but of Cerro
Torre there is seldom any trace. Typically, the storm expends its moisture on the ice cap and
mountains, but the power of the wind remains as it bursts free of the peaks and surges across
the steppes east of the Andes. Above the desert steppes the west wind strings the clouds out
into stacks and lines of saucer- and cigar-shaped lenticular clouds, clouds that run downwind
and fade into the blue sky until all that remains of the storms is the wind, the gusting wind, the
ceaseless, ceaseless wind.When rare clear skies greet the rising sun, Fitzroy, Cerro Torre, and
their satellites are bathed with purple, blue, rose, and gold light. In such outlandish beauty, the
ice and stone heights seem to hold forth the ultimate promise. But late in the day, when the sun
sinks to the west, those same mountain faces are shadowed and ominous, ironbound like the
walls of Dante’s City of Dis. Then, as the sun drops unseen into the ice cap beyond the



mountains, hellfire burns atop the mountain rampart.Stories of fear, suffering, and failure stop
most climbers from coming to Patagonia, and the stories accurately reflect reality. The
mountains have no generosity and no justice. They stand unmoved by the human dramas that
play out on their flanks, and they give and take with unknowable whim. We have only the dignity
of persistence with which to combat this terrible faceless indifference.The Patagonian gauntlet
of hardship cannot be evaded. Frustration builds for climbers as attempt after arduous attempt is
rejected by southern storms. Few have the mental fortitude to withstand the repeated failures
coupled with the extended inactivity the bad weather enforces. But there are a handful of
climbers who find the opposing miseries of the Patagonian Andes irresistible and are repeatedly
drawn to this proving ground.For many years I have been just such a human comet, in long
orbits around the obelisks of Patagonia. Seven times I’ve made the pilgrimage. And I will go
back, for the times that I spend in those mountains are the most charged moments of my life. In
the mountains, life sings. Normal life can be such drudgery; little seems important. But in the
mountains, all is different, for the alpine life is a life of consequence. In Patagonia every act,
every choice, is significant. The myriad moods of the world matter. Has the wind shifted? Did the
clouds rise or lower? Has it snowed much recently? Did it freeze last night? Climbers in the
Patagonian Andes are as subject to the tyrannies of wind and storm as were the sailors in the
age of tall wooden ships. The pulse of the world ran through their veins, and, in the mountains, it
runs through mine.•I first arrived in Patagonia, the better part of a decade ago, with a torn
backpack, battered tennis shoes, a few hundred dollars in my pocket, my ragged passport, and
two letters from my girlfriend about the shaky ground we stood on. Nagging somewhere behind
were the never-ending expectations of my driven, success-oriented mother and father for their
West Point graduate but otherwise disappointing son. I had followed a dream to the peaks of
Patagonia, but, nearing thirty, I was too old for purposeless endeavor, too uninterested in the
cubicle world of the corporate workplace to build a career, and far too much in love with
mountains to abandon them.Now, my Patagonian adventures shimmer in my memory with the
hammered silver look of the sun on wind-ruffled water. I could sort them into chronological order,
but that’s not how I live them. To me, these memories are a tapestry without end or beginning.
On these mountain expeditions I have discovered my compass, and it is the harsh discipline of
the alpine way. The same final destination awaits us all, climbers and flatlanders alike. In the
meantime, there is only the path. For me, it is enough.My Patagonia is never far buried.
Whenever I pull Patagonia into the forefront of my mind, which I do many times a day, I see a
vision of the great peaks as they soar up into a sky full of angry clouds. I hear the terrible wind.
And I feel fear.But why climb? And why climb in Patagonia, where storm and mountain are so
cruel? I am regularly asked why and I hate the question because the answer refuses distillation,
and my inability to produce an adequate quip makes me seem an inarticulate fool. There is no
sentence, no paragraph that captures the answer. Virtually everything that I know I have learned
in the mountains, for only in such an elemental realm is truth undiluted. Mountains, and mostly
the mountains of Patagonia, have taught me what I know about terror and joy; friendship; mirth



and gravity; courage and cowardice and when to take a risk; success and failure; persistence,
patience, endurance, and opportunity. To them I owe my most extreme visions of beauty and
most of what I know about myself. But climbing is so much more than a series of schoolmaster’s
lessons, and I resort to writing in the hope that when our shared journey is over you will feel the
answer to the question why in your heart and guts as I feel it in mine. And if I fail at that task—as I
almost certainly will—then I hope that you will at least enjoy these stories from my alpine life.•In
Patagonia a storm clears and the alpine monoliths stand like teeth set in a dragon’s jaw. The last
shreds of cloud fade into the firmament. The message broadcast from the peaks is as jarring as
the scream of a train whistle. “Show yourself,” they say. Few moments bristle with as much
opportunity. And before such uncaring majesty I wrestle my twin demons of fear and desire. Do I
want this? Who am I? Is it enough? I wonder every time. Those who don’t seek out such
moments of beauty, passion, and intensity don’t know themselves as well as they should. People
may say that alpinism is a fool’s game full of meaningless risk, and they may be right, but I climb
because I thirst to throw back the margins of my world. There remains so much that I do not
know.THE CERRO TORRE CAMPAIGNCerro torre is making us suffer again. Water drains from
the snow-covered ledge above and pours down the crack where I jam my hands. The frigid
waterfall soaks my gloves and storm gear. A riot of wind bellows and races through the clouds
and rain. The pounding wind drives sheets of almost freezing rain at Alex Hall and me. Massive
updrafts blow rain at us from below. The few pregnant pauses are pure psychic agony. Chill
water runs down my arms, back, buttocks, legs, and fills my leather boots. My lips are blue.Alex
belays me from below with one end of our rappel ropes. The other end is stuck over our heads—
for the fourth time. These sodden ropes are unmanageable. The wild wind launches them into
space the instant we pull each rappel, and our eight-millimeter descent rope wraps around every
imaginable rock protrusion. I curse myself for thinking a light rappel line would be useful in
Patagonia. The wind owns this flimsy cord.Alex and I have been fighting our way down from our
high point halfway up Cerro Torre’s southeast ridge, the infamous Compressor Route, for the last
ten hours, and here I am, battered by the elements and risking another long fall to free the
damned rope again. I yank it out from behind a flake of rock, section by section. Twenty feet
below, Alex traps each new length under his boot in a wet crack to make sure it won’t blow loose
and tangle elsewhere. Finally, I jerk the end of the thin rope loose and toss it down to Alex. He
packs it into the crack and returns his attention to my belay. I climb down to join him."Only two
more raps!” yells Alex as he rigs the ropes to a nest of rusty pitons."What was I thinking, bringing
this fucking dental floss to Patagonia? It’s useless!”I double the two ropes and bite a V into them
to help them thread through the holes in my aluminum belay/rappel plate. With the ropes pushed
through the two little holes, I clip the point of the V to the locking carabiner at my waist and begin
to lower myself away from the anchor. The soggy ropes make a crotch-fountain spout from my
belay plate as I descend, a fountain that soaks my midsection.I go down first on the last rappel to
the glacier, and I topple down a cone-shaped slope of snow below the bergschrund and take
myself off rappel. It’s still raining, I’m still shivering, and the wind still screams and howls, but all



we have to do is rope up and stagger down the glacier to our sleeping bags packed in plastic
sacks at the Norwegian bivy, a cluster of pseudocaves and leaky rock walls in a moraine that
serves as our gear stash.We wade through a knee-deep swamp of off-white snow and
eventually reach the bivy. It’s nine p.m. when we crawl through a gap in the rock walls beneath a
shelter stone. The roof leaks. The floor is gritty, wet, and nowhere level, but at least in the dank
cave we’re out of the wind and the driving rain. Alex stuffs his sleeping bag into a bivy sack,
which is like a giant uninsulated potato sack designed to be waterproof, peels off his soggy
storm shells and boots, crams himself into his bag, and begins to brew a long-coveted hot drink.I
sit stunned, unable to summon the energy to remove my boots. Too exhausted to move, I stare
at Alex as he fumbles with the stove. My swollen hands and feet ache, and I have had no food or
drink in sixteen hours. For thirty days we’ve been trying to climb the mountain above us. This
latest rejection has set a new personal record for alpine misery—for cold, wetness, thirst,
hunger, exhaustion, and pain."Ha,” I croak. And smile.Alex looks up from his labor. “What’s so
funny? We just got our asses kicked—for the sixth time.”"This is bliss, bud. This is exactly what I
wanted—big Patagonian action.” It isn’t as bad as what I did to earn this trip. “I’d take a thousand
beatings rather than go back in that hole in the ground working heavy construction or installing a
machine in another McDonald's.”I started socking away money for this trip by working on a crew
building a sewer lift station for the city of Loveland, Colorado. After the heavy construction job I
took the installation gig, where I fiddled with tricky plastic parts in awkward corners littered with
crushed french fries. I got hounded by hostile assistant managers who hadn’t graduated from
high school. I struggled to get the contraption working during all-night setups, then drove like a
demon to the next job site in Texas, North Dakota, or wherever. Visions of Patagonia’s perfect
peaks sustained me through the grimmest hours. A Denver traffic jam could become a full-
fledged Patagonian storm if I freed my imagination for a minute. Down south there would be no
pneumatic tools, no bosses, no long drives, and no assistant managers. In Patagonia, the wind
would tear away the dirt of a tough year.Alex Hall said yes in a heartbeat when I asked him to
join me for the Cerro Torre campaign. He’s the guy you want reaching for you when you’re neck
deep in quicksand. Alex is strong and stout, even-tempered, and a good, competent, well-
rounded climber—the perfect partner for a few months in the Patagonian crucible.The morning
after our sixth attempt, an atrocious wind pummels Alex and me back to base camp, Campo De
Agostini, beneath the beech trees along the banks of the Río Fitzroy. Clouds of churning vanilla
milkshake cover the range. Long underwear, fleece clothing, socks, hardware, and ropes adorn
the trees of base camp—relics of other parties’ recent epics. Of Cerro Torre there is no evidence
besides our aching hands and feet. Alex and I ravenously descend on a tub of jelly, stuff
slathered crackers into our mouths, and savor hot coffee.Base camp in Patagonia is the best
place I’ve ever called home. I love every second of stormbound base-camp time. No bills to pay,
no telephones to answer, no messages to return, no errands to run, no deadlines to meet—just
hedonistic rounds of coffee, chow, card games, letters, journals, novels, sleep, whiskey, wine,
and conversations with climbers and trekkers from all corners of the globe. It’s an uncomplicated



existence, and if it weren’t for the power of the peaks that lurk in the clouds, base camp would be
the most peaceful place I know.But the lure of the peaks is inescapable. Ten miles up the glacier,
the spires stand sentinel over the valley’s head. Cerro Torre, Torre Egger, Cerro Standhardt,
Aguja (the Spanish word for “needle") Bífida, Aguja de los Cuatro Dedos, and Domo Blanco on
the left; Piergiorgio and Cerro Pollone across the head of the valley; and Fitzroy, Aguja
Poincenot, Torre Innominata, Aguja Saint-Exupéry, de la “S,” and Mojón Rojo on the right hand.
Once caught by the long shadows of the mountains, we cannot relax—and I cannot escape the
fear. I feel like a soldier waiting for D-Day.•In the late 1950s, Cerro Torre stood unclimbed, and
while most of the world’s mountaineering energies were spent in the high peaks of Asia, Cerro
Torre captured the imagination of some top Italian climbers. In 1958, rival factions raced to make
the first ascent. Walter Bonatti and Carlo Mauri led an expedition out onto the ice cap to attempt
Cerro Torre’s unknown West Face while another expedition explored the Torre’s more easily
accessible east side.Bonatti and Mauri reached a platform over halfway up the peak, beneath a
wicked mushroom of rime ice they named the Helmet, but were unable to get past it. They left a
cache of gear and hoped to return some subsequent year. As they descended through the
southwest col, the high pass that separates Cerro Torre from Cerro Adela, they christened it the
Col of Hope.Meanwhile, on the opposite side of the mountain, expedition leader Bruno Detassis
lost heart and declared Cerro Torre “impossible" soon after the peak emerged from a storm to
show her perfect form. But two of that expedition’s members, Cesare Maestri and Cesarino
Fava, were not so easily deterred. Maestri and Fava, along with Austrian Toni Egger, returned
the following season determined to win the Torre’s magic summit, and in a desperate, all-out six-
day push, Maestri and Egger, supported by Fava, claimed to have done it, starting up the East
Face and finishing on the North Face. The stormy descent cost Egger his life—he was swept
away by falling ice.In a clear jab at Bonatti and Mauri, Maestri named the north col, through
which he and Egger had supposedly climbed, the Col of Conquest, and wrote that “in the
mountains there is no such thing as hope, only the will to conquer. Hope is the weapon of the
poor.”The still virgin tower to the right of Cerro Torre was given Egger’s name. Contemporaries
trumpeted the Maestri-Egger climb as the greatest climb ever done, and it would certainly stand
among the best ascents of the twentieth century if such a storm of controversy hadn’t sprung up
in the years since 1959. Not one shred of physical evidence has ever surfaced to support
Maestri’s claim to Cerro Torre’s summit, and the camera was with Egger when he was lost. Year
after year top alpinists attempt to duplicate Maestri’s feat—and in forty years no one has
succeeded. Indeed, those who have come closest report significant differences between the
terrain they encountered and what Maestri reported.Over a decade later, Maestri, who was still
in good form past the age of forty, returned to Patagonia intending to silence his growing corps of
critics by forging another route up Cerro Torre. This time Maestri and his team climbed the
mountain’s Southeast Buttress, which soars 4,500 feet and resembles the flying buttress of a
Gothic cathedral. But rather than a tour de force of courage, commitment, and skill, like the
purported 1959 climb, Maestri’s 1970 team raised a 150-pound gas-operated air compressor up



the peak with a come-along (a hand-operated winch commonly used to pull stuck vehicles out of
the mud). The team strung up thousands of feet of rope to link themselves to safety, and Maestri
used the compressor to drill 350 bolts up steep sections of mostly crackless stone. Climbers
nicknamed Maestri’s new climb the Compressor Route, and his preposterous reduction of
difficulty with pneumatic construction techniques drew another storm of protest, most famously
in an article called “Cerro Torre: A Mountain Desecrated,” published in England in Mountain
magazine. In fairness to Maestri, the majority of the Compressor Route does consist of hard,
high-quality climbing on natural features, but Maestri’s new route only added fresh venom to the
old controversy.Bonatti and Mauri’s vision of a route up the West Face was finally realized in
1974, when it was scaled by an Italian team led by Casimiro Ferrari. The West Face climb stands
in stark contrast to the Compressor Route. Whereas any ascent of the Compressor Route
involves an embrace of Maestri’s engineering because his bolt ladders are still in place, the
remote, distant, more unknown West Face, which rises out of the Southern Patagonian Ice Cap,
is as savage a mountain experience as a climber can hope for.For me, the ice cap and its
dangers and hardships—known and unknown—loomed too large. I lacked the courage to face
the ice cap, and Torre’s West Face seemed too wild, too remote, too isolated—too much. I opted
to try the Compressor Route instead, and, compromised as it is, the Compressor Route is far
from trivial.•I slap the alarm into silence. We haven’t left base camp in a week. Few sounds in
Patagonia are as comforting as the sound of the wild west wind as it screams through the beech
trees over base camp at two o'clock in the morning. There is no point in even turning on a
headlamp to check the barometer. Wind in Patagonia is a bad sign—depending on your
perspective. Good weather brings fear. I am happy we won’t climb tomorrow. I won’t have to
prove I’m not a coward; I won’t have to test my drive; I won’t have to back all my talk with vertical
action; I won’t have to find out whether or not I’m good enough to climb Cerro Torre. I snuggle
deep into my warm sleeping bag, lulled back to sleep by the insane crash and rush overhead,
certain that tomorrow I’ll enjoy another relaxing, social, and gluttonous day in camp.While I’m
warm and alone in the night, the dark specter of my fear is also at rest. It’s not idle fear: I know
the terror of being caught by a storm high on the sides of one of these peaks. Even on flat
ground I’ve been blown off my feet and thrown five yards by the wind. I’m relieved that tomorrow
Alex and I won’t have to toil beneath a rare cobalt-blue vault of sky, rushing to climb malevolent
and magnificent Cerro Torre. The worst windows of good weather are the “almost long enough"
ones—the ones that get us fully committed to the mountain, far up its flanks, and then violently
shut down all progress. Then the voice of the wind, so comforting in base camp, becomes the
incessant howl of the marching legions of hell. . . . Up high the wind turns the world to chaos, but
here, safe in my tent, I peacefully drift back to sleep.Eight hours later, my case of narcolepsy is
temporarily cured. Finally alert, I dress and stumble through the wind and rain from my tent to the
crude log hut. Four live trees frame this ramshackle hut, the combined construction effort of
several seasons’ worth of Patagonian hopefuls. Stacks of logs and stones hold tarpaulins and
ground cloths in place and wage a constant war against the wind. Three rough-hewn log



benches form a horseshoe around a stone table and a fireplace constructed of hand-stacked
stones. A stovepipe made of flattened tin cans held together by nails and strategic tin-folding
does a barely adequate job of clearing the smoke from the hut."Good morning, you scum-
sucking pus-bag,” I ritually insult Alex as I toss open the hut’s jury-rigged door. “Goddamn, are
you writing another letter?”"Greg,” replies Alex with a soothing voice and a smile, “would you like
a cup of coffee?” I satisfy my first hedonistic impulse of the day and fill my coffee cup. Alex
pauses between sentences of the zillionth letter to his girlfriend back in the States and points out
the jam and crackers. I eat, adding to the “open-bivy surplus" growing around my midsection.
Alex and I are the senior residents of Campo De Agostini. We’ve been here since before
Thanksgiving, and now it’s almost Christmas.Jim Donini and his partner, Stefan Hiermaier of
Germany, wander into the hut for coffee. That Jim has outlived his climbing résumé is as
amazing as the fact that at fifty-two years old he goes after these horrendous peaks with the
vitality and commitment of those of us twenty years his junior. Jim is tall, fit, lean, tough, with
piercing blue eyes, a full head of gray hair, and a wide smile that crinkles his whole face. Stefan
fell in with Donini climbing small crags in Utah and got talked out of a winter of warm rock
climbing in the deserts of the American Southwest and into a season of action in Patagonia by
Jim’s tales of beautiful Patagonian granite. Donini is one hell of a salesman, because Stefan had
never climbed a big alpine peak before arriving here, but he’s doing well at Cerro Torre’s hard
school.For lack of anything better to do, I begin my daily ball-busting. Jim, Stefan, Alex—Alex,
Jim, Stefan—I run through all possible variations and worn-out themes. Donini’s age, Alex’s
lovesickness, Stefan’s nationality, Donini’s divorces, Alex’s good nature, and so on. Charlie
Fowler pops into the hut and gives us some lip. “You be careful, Charlie,” I warn him. “You’d be
catching the old-man comments if it wasn’t for Jim.”Stefan Siegrist, a hot young Swiss climber,
packs into the crowded hut. He doesn’t speak enough English to understand the ribbing directed
at him. His partner, Thomas Ulrich, does, and fires back, “Greg, you would be thrown out of
Switzerland for such horrible behavior.” A feeding frenzy goes into full effect. Food from a
plethora of containers and jars gets shoveled into half a dozen mouths. Insults fly in all
directions. Coffee water heats on two gas stoves and over the fire. Peals of laughter reverberate
through the hut. Swear words in several languages vault back and forth above the
conversations.Jim holds court around the low stone table from his seat beside the fire. Our
heads lean forward as we revel in the gossip he has accumulated in three decades of worldwide
alpine adventure. Tension builds as his story nears conclusion. Our bodies jerk upright and our
heads toss back with the punch line—and so flies the dirt on yet another famous
climber.Eventually, Jim goes off for an afternoon nap. Alex and I begin a game of rummy. Nicks
and stains make every face card recognizable, but the game is desperately competitive. I lurch
out of the hut to relieve myself, squint through sheets of rain, and spy some restless hopeful
strapped to an elaborate set of elastic cords. He does pull-ups from the trees on the other side of
camp. I shake my head and return to the card game. In five weeks, I have not done a pull-up, a
training session, a power hike, or a trail run. Eight years in the Army trained me to kill time with



the very best."Sit down, scumbag,” Alex says to me as I come through the door. “Your ass is
mine.”"Ha! Split me off a chunk of that cheese, chump.”Alex deals another hand of cards. Jim,
bleary-eyed from his nap, bumbles back into the hut, mumbling something about a rise in the
pressure."Jesus, Jim, can you go fifteen minutes without checking the pressure?”"I don’t know,
Greg, this could be the start of a big high-pressure system.”Whoop, flap, BANG!!! A tremendous
gust shivers the plastic walls of the hut. “Yeah, right . . .”"It looks like the weather might be
clearing.”"Hey, Alex, pass me a box of petróleo. Jim here’s hallucinating. . . . Anyway, it’s cocktail
hour.” Petróleo humano (human fuel) is the Argentine nickname for the one-liter boxes of cheap
wine that the local gauchos imbibe in monstrous quantities. I cut a corner off a box with a
pocketknife and spill dirty red wine into three cups."Cheers, boys, here’s to good weather.” The
tin cups chink. Cerro Torre dominates my thoughts—never in my life has anything scared me so
much. I close my eyes and savor the sensation as the simple wine pours into my belly. Those
twin demons of fear and desire writhe within.Card game concluded, Alex, Jim, Charlie, Stefan,
and I enjoy a literary session. One of the blessings of Patagonian climbing is catching up on a
year’s worth of neglected reading. Around the fire we read The Idiot, For Whom the Bell Tolls,
Typhoon, Kissinger’s Diplomacy, and Barbara Tuchman’s A Distant Mirror, a book on the history
of the fourteenth century. We consumed the season’s quota of potboilers long ago.I take a walk
and poke my head into the other base-camp hut. A morose French team practically sobs into
their porridge bowls, and dejected climbers slump onto benches all around. An Argentine
climber blackens her etching of the Fitzroy skyline with a heated nail. A perfect telephone carved
out of wood is mounted into one of the hut’s vertical supports. Three rotating wheels displaying
the day of the week, the date, and the month are mounted near the phone—I have no idea if
they’re correct. Some joker drew a monkey seated in a clearing in front of three abstracted
Torres, the drawn Torres even more dizzyingly terrifying than the originals. Another made a
picture frame and mounted three photos of megabeautiful Argentine model Valeria Mazza;
polished shelves and crude benches abound. Etched flowers, stick figures, and a superb
Impressionist painting of the Torres round out the collection of time-killing creations.Back in our
hut, I try my hand at visualization while the others continue to read. I try to imagine myself
standing atop Cerro Torre with Alex after climbing to the summit beneath calm blue skies. All I
end up with is an image of Alex and me pasted in rime ice, struggling against wind and cloud to
escape the clutches of the terrible mountain. Here, in the extreme south, I am afraid.Alex steps
out of the hut and in a moment comes rushing back inside. “Greg, Greg, she’s coming out of the
cloud!”"Liar, sit back down.”"No, she really is.”The door rattles shut behind the departing crowd
as they follow Alex into the clearing in front of the hut to examine the potential break in the
weather. Alone in the hut, I toss my mangled book down on the stone table, expel air from my
lungs, and pick up my cup of petróleo. An iron hand clutches down around the joint between my
esophagus and stomach. I draw cold air into my chest and raise the cup with my eyes closed; I
don’t want to see the wine tremble.The few fingers of wine go down warm, earthy, and sweet, but
do little to control the cold settling into my abdomen. A clank sounds loud and harsh when I toss



the empty cup into the dirty-dishes bucket. The fire smokes patiently.I mutter an expletive, shove
off the wooden bench, and stride out the door.Gray clouds tear free of the mountain ridge that
separates the Southern Patagonian Ice Cap from base camp and race to the east, chased by a
terrible wind not felt where I stand. I join Alex, Charlie, Jim, Stefan, and the cast of international
suitors to discuss the sudden appearance of our goal. My string of jokes, quips, and curses
camouflages my fear.The Torre emerges from the storm like an enraged angel, sheathed from
head to toe in an armor of shimmering rime ice. Clouds swirl around the peak, and afford us brief
glimpses of the summit. She looks so evil. Her rewards are elusive and distant, the gauntlet of
fear and suffering ever-present and agonizing. Whenever the Torre comes out of her cauldron of
cloud and wind we launch a frenzy of backpack stuffing and last-minute eating, choke down a
final cup of coffee, and march like lemmings toward her remote fortress, begging for punishment.
It is the most extraordinary case of unrequited love.Donini is readying his assault. Alex is in the
hut preparing a meal. I watch spellbound from the clearing and realize that this day their efforts
will be wasted. A dark ridge of cloud looms over the ice cap, and within minutes ferocious winds
envelop the Torre in a fresh rush of storm. The malignant mountain disappears into the
maelstrom and strengthens her icy grip on my heart as she vanishes from view.•The stroke of
midnight on Christmas Eve catches Alex and me awake, shivering, and spooning in a two-
person bivy sack in the ice cave in the Col of Patience a third of the way up the Compressor
Route. We chant “merry fucking Christmas" through chattering teeth. Our Christmas present is
another stormy retreat down the slopes of Cerro Torre.Three more weeks pass. Four more times
Alex and I trudge the ten miles up the Torre Valley and struggle upward on the slopes of Cerro
Torre. Four more times sudden storms ambush us and slam the window of opportunity shut, but
only after we have climbed high enough to receive a good dose of pain. We never make it more
than one or two rope lengths above the Col of Patience before storms blast us from the walls. I
find it hard to contain my desire to act between attempts. I can’t let that energy dissipate in
unfocused base-camp vibration and frustration, but at the same time I must be careful to keep a
fire lit beneath the boiler so that I can summon a new head of steam on demand. Alex and I have
been going at Cerro Torre for almost two months. At the same time that I am trying to foster the
patience and perseverance to keep battling, I am disappointed, even angry, that we haven’t
been able to climb the damned mountain yet.Alex finally runs out of time and returns to the
States; his construction business and girlfriend demand attention. Alex isn’t the first alpinist to
leave Patagonia having dropped all of his savings and months of his time without having stood
on a single summit. But I’m still stuck in the trenches below Cerro Torre, and now I lack a partner.
I barge into Donini and Stefan’s tent: “I’m climbing with you guys now.”Donini is the survivor of
four campaigns in the Patagonian Andes. A storm rejected Jim from the summit ridge of Cerro
Standhardt when he was attempting its first ascent in 1975. The following year he made the first
ascent of Torre Egger with John Bragg and Jay Wilson, a climb that was featured in the pages of
National Geographic. That success came at the end of a ninety-day campaign, and their climb
has never been repeated. Indeed, in the twenty years since, the mountain has been climbed



only four other times, each time via a new route. Torre Egger is probably the most difficult
summit to attain in the Western Hemisphere. This obstinate spire, with its 9,500-foot summit
elevation, makes a mockery of the “Seven Summits" quest worshiped by popular culture. Torre
Egger is one of the “Seven Real Summits"—the hardest summits on each continent to attain. In
1988, Jim climbed an obscure spire in the Patagonian archipelago with Yvon Chouinard, the
founder of the Patagonia brand of outdoor clothing, and sea-kayaked back to civilization. And
Donini is here again, twenty-one years after his first trip to the range, in a dogfight with Cerro
Torre. Five weeks ago, Donini vowed not to shave until he climbed Cerro Torre, and his grizzly
gray beard makes him look like a mountain warrior from the Stone Age.Some days later the
Torre comes out of the storm and stands calm and serene at the head of the valley, ready for
battle. We trudge up into the shadow of the beast. In place of a sword, armor, spurs, and a war-
horse, I’ve got ice axes, Gore-Tex, crampons—and Donini. We wallow through thigh-deep snow
and finally reach the base of the approach climb that leads to the Col of Patience. The route to
the col was hard mixed climbing (a combination of snow, ice, and rock) the first time Alex and I
did it, two months ago, and we belayed nearly the entire 1,600-foot distance. But with the
familiarity that Jim, Stefan, and I now have, we take few precautions, and with the rope strung
out between us, we simul-climb up all but a few steep steps and arrive at the col in the early
evening.From the col the Southeast Buttress rises steeply, and we adapt our tactics to the new
terrain. Jim takes the lead, and Stefan belays him. Stefan pays out slack through his belay plate,
a simple metal device that will help him hold the rope should Jim fall, while Jim climbs beautiful
vertical cracks in the granite. Jim skillfully avoids a few patches of ice that cling to the stone, and
every ten or twenty feet he fits a camming device or a stopper into the cracks and clips it to the
rope behind him with a carabiner at either end of a nylon sling. These pieces of equipment,
known as protection, will shorten any fall Jim might take. Jim reaches a small ledge more than
100 feet above and completes his lead by using a long nylon sling to distribute force equally
between several pieces of protection placed within an arm’s reach. Jim ties both himself and the
lead rope to this anchor, and with the rope thus fixed, Stefan scales it with the aid of two
ascenders, hand-sized tools with one-way cams inside that can be pushed up the rope but then
catch when pulled down. As Stefan goes up he removes all of the protection that Jim placed so
that it can be used again above, and when he gets to the anchor he ties himself to it and fixes my
rope. I come up third with the heaviest pack, also using ascenders, but with nothing much to do
but enjoy the spectacular view that stretches 100 miles north to Cerro San Lorenzo, shimmering
pink in the last fires of the sun.We suit our tactics to the difficulty of the terrain and to our abilities.
On the easiest ground (of which there is very little on Cerro Torre) we climb unroped, risking a
fatal fall in order to move as fast as possible. When the terrain gets a bit more difficult, we rope
together and climb at the same time—"simul-climbing"—separated by the length of a rope (the
standard lengths are 165 feet, 180 feet, and 200 feet). The guy out front periodically places a
piece of protection for a little security—although a fall would still likely be injury-producing (but
probably not fatal)—and the tail-end-Charlie recovers each successive piece as he climbs past



it. When the terrain becomes steeper and more difficult still, we belay each other in turn, first the
leader climbing, then the second. Thus we make progress like an inchworm—the head leads
out, then the tail catches up—and the leader places as much protection as he needs (or that is
possible to place, as thin or rotten sections of ice or crackless stone are usually unprotectable).
This inchworm tactic is the one normally employed in the vast majority of climbing: it’s the most
fun since each partner gets to physically climb the snow, ice, or rock rather than ascend a fixed
rope. But on short day climbs close to home there usually isn’t a pressing need for speed, and
speed is all-important here in Patagonia. Here we will sacrifice anything—except necessary
security measures—for speed, and since it’s faster for the second to ascend a fixed rope,
especially with a pack, we opt to go with lead-and-fix tactics. “Speed is safety" is one of the
oldest alpine saws, and ideally we will climb and descend this peak before the next storm
arrives.We rotate leaders to suit each of our strengths, and also because leading is more
engaging—although riskier. We all want to do it. Whoever leads a particular pitch gets to make
the most meaningful decisions: where the route goes and how to climb it, how much risk to
accept, how to protect the lead, how and where to build the anchors. Our lives depend on these
decisions. They must be made—and made well—during every minute of an alpine climb.Our
plan is to climb all night, and hopefully by sunrise we will be in a position from which we can
press on to the summit, even in poor weather. I’ve got more knowledge of the route than Jim or
Stefan because of the big push I made with Alex a month ago, so Jim and Stef are going to let
me lead through the night. I’ve spent hours mentally rehearsing each pitch; I’m sure I can find the
route. As the peaks fade into darkness, I pass off the heavy pack, take the lead rope, and climb
into the night. There is no moon, just the pool of light projected by my headlamp.This is not a
night for reflection; it is a night for action. As I climb, ice, snow, and stone scroll through the light
of my headlamp. I play each new scene before me against my memory of a daylight passage
over the same terrain. My crampons scrape over stone. Axe and hammer squeak into hard
frozen snow (called névé), crack into ice, and bang off rock. Sparks fly. Occasionally I yell
instructions down to Jim and Stefan, but we say little at belays. My world is ice and stone; no
view distracts me from the pleasures of climbing. I’m so absorbed by the ascent that I fail to
notice the stars as they disappear, one by one, from the night sky.Gray light seeps into the world
from the east as Stefan leads across the hundred-yard bolt traverse. Under clear skies, mountain
sunrises are beautiful. Low-angle light from the rising sun cuts across the atmosphere and
causes an alpenglow to color the peaks pink, red, and gold—but this is no such spectacular
sunrise, just the gray of a creeping dawn. The layer of cloud that slipped in from the west during
the night and stole the stars kills the alpenglow. Jim ties into the middle of the lead rope and we
simul-climb across the line of bolts. I come over last and remove the slings and carabiners that
Stefan used to clip our ropes to the protection bolts. We traverse up and right toward an icy
chimney.Fear has the bile up in my throat, for now that it’s daylight I can see the full extent of our
exposure. The wall under the bolt traverse plummets down thousands of feet to the glacier. This
traverse is reputed to be the part of the route most exposed to bad weather—Alex and I took a



tremendous beating here a month ago.The air is alive with a faint, cold, wet breeze as Jim grunts
up the difficult chimney, pounding at the ice and scraping over stone. The weather is obviously
deteriorating. Stefan belays at Alex’s and my high point. I have nothing to do but worry about the
weather. We’re in a race with it and with the two Swiss—Thomas Ulrich and Stefan Siegrist—
who are hot on our tails and are as committed as we are to pushing through to the top.For the
first time in the eight weeks that I’ve been trying to climb the peak, the summit of Cerro Torre
feels within reach. The return of the west wind is poised to slam us, but we feel that with a
determined effort we might just tag the top before the storm develops its full fury. Retreat from up
there in a gale will ratchet the danger factor through the roof, but we’re game for the risk. If the
lords of Patagonia won’t give us an opportunity, perhaps we can manufacture one.Higher, at a
belay stance, the three of us build a convoluted tangle of ropes where we change leaders. The
two Swiss blitz past us while we fumble with this rope rodeo, and just then Cerro Torre gets hit by
the lead phalanx of storm. Angry wind screams around us as we climb onto the Ice Tower, a
battlement attached to the side of the peak. We’re over halfway up the Southeast Ridge,
climbing into the building fury of a Patagonian gale.Twisted gargoyles of rime ice, condensed
directly from the humid atmosphere, decorate the precipitous walls. Clouds swarm around us.
Visibility drops to fifty feet. Great rushes of wind careen around the peak with sharp gunfire
cracks. The storm drives through the Col of Conquest between Cerro Torre and Torre Egger with
the bass growl of a locomotive. Chaotic acoustic effects drive me to the brink of insanity. Cracks
and booms heard in the howl of storm are comprehensible to me, but not the mumbled
conversations, barking dogs, ringing church bells, and the toneless organ growl that I hear. This
aural menagerie seems to belt out the asymphonic chorus that will pipe us into hell.Then it’s my
lead, and I force myself to concentrate on the terrain at hand. Beneath a crust of rime, the ice is
gray-white and solid. Crampons and axes hold me tight to the slope and furious gusts attempt to
buffet me free while I climb past a pair of bulges that push to vertical. The cacophony of sound
gnaws at my confidence. Atop a bulge of ice I anchor and fix the rope. The din of storm drowns
my shouts. Moments later there are exploratory tugs on the rope before Stefan commits to his
ascenders.A scream sounds from a twisted gargoyle of ice nearby, and suddenly I understand.
The mysterious sound effects I am hearing are what climbers call the Patagonian organs—
noises produced by the ferocious wind as it crashes and rushes around the gnarled formations
of rime. I understand the mechanics of the Patagonian organs, and my fear calms. I laugh and
explain the strange acoustics at the top of my lungs to Stefan when he arrives.Wisps of rime, like
goose-down feathers of ice, form on my jacket and bibs, grow on the ropes, and cling to the
hardware and slings. The winds swirl and hammer us from all directions. Updrafts fill my jacket
with frigid air. With the storm as our constant companion, we encounter several of Maestri’s bolt
ladders between difficult sections of mixed climbing.In calm conditions these bolt ladders would
be a breeze, but in this storm I fight a frenzied battle for control of my possessed etriers. The
wind tosses these portable nylon stepladders in all directions, and updrafts sometimes stream
them directly over my head. I have to pull them hand over hand out of the sky and hold them



down before I can settle them with the weight of a cramponed boot.I lead a pitch to the top of the
Ice Tower. A gigantic chimney to my left divides the Ice Tower from the bulk of the mountain.
Although the core of the Ice Tower is solid granite, ice adheres to the walls that jut out from the
main mass of Cerro Torre. Updrafts sweep ice and snow particles up the cleft to my left in the
grayish blur of a passing express train. After Stefan joins me, I traverse the peaked roof of the Ice
Tower on the side that slopes in toward Cerro Torre’s headwall. My heels hang out over the
gigantic chimney as I pick and kick my way forty feet horizontally to the left along the roof, aiming
for a small saddle. Looking out over the top of the Ice Tower I am actually facing away from Cerro
Torre. The view would be spectacular in clear conditions, straight across to Fitzroy and
Poincenot, but in this storm I can barely make out the difference between the gray ice in front of
me and the gray cloud beyond.On the far side of the saddle another chimney rises up to divide
the Ice Tower from Cerro Torre’s East Face. The saddle, at the confluence of the two chimneys,
is a maelstrom. The architecture of Cerro Torre channels the chaotic air up to this spot and
magnifies the power of the storm. I belay Stefan, then Jim, across to my stance at the point
where the ice saddle joins to the base of Cerro Torre’s headwall. Behind me, the vertical stone
headwall soars up into the storm.
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Melina Watts, “If good writing matters to you -- a lot -- then .... If good writing matters to you -- a
lot -- then whether you even like climbing or not is almost irrelevant as to whether you nab the
book.The writer's intense emotional connectivity to the mountains of Patagonia, his compulsion
to make the climb, the relentless physical drive to make these climbs happen are narrated in
such a lyrical fashion that you'll fall in love with the mission too.There are portions where he is
talking about snow and mountains faces and god awful weather that are so beautiful it translates
into the kind of yearning most of us reserve for a first love.This is one of those books I"ll read
again, just because I want to swim in that language.”

Tiffany M, “Beautiful and inspiring. I've never gone rock climbing in my whole life and don't really
have any ambitions to do so... but this book is so beautifully written and inspiring that none of
that really matters. I love the intensely personal tone of this book, almost like reading a diary.
Taking a peek inside the intimate world of the alpinists was also very interesting and special. I
find myself constantly highlighting great quotes to remember for presentations to my team or just
general life moments. It takes a special writer to capture a story that is inspiring without being
trite or cheesy. Crouch is that writer.”

Karol Nielsen, “Poetic Climbing Adventure. Gregory Crouch is more than an adventure writer; he
is a nature poet, chronicling his climbs in the Patagonian Andes--the near vertical faces of Cerro
Torre, Fitzroy, Aguja Poincenot--fighting rock and ice, snow and wind, fear and fatigue, while
conquering the otherworldly mountains straddling Chile and Argentina. Crouch's team of
climbers was the first to complete a winter ascent of Cerro Torre's notorious west face in winter,
a mind-bending feat considering how often climbs end in failure and sometimes death. His
passion for climbing began as a cadet at West Point, where he scaled the Shawangunk
Mountains by the Hudson River in New York, and continued long after he left the military
following the first Gulf War. He worked construction jobs before becoming a full-time writer,
saving every cent and going back to the Patagonian range again and again, comparing his quest
to Captain Ahab's obsession with the big white whale in Moby Dick. Crouch's book is full of ripe
metaphor and imagery: "Cracks and booms heard in the howl of storm are comprehensible to
me, but not the mumbled conversations, barking dogs, ringing church bells, and the toneless
organ growl that I hear...the asymphonic chorus that will pipe us into hell." The game is survival,
and those who do are the unsung heroes of climbing as in war: "True toughness sits quietly, like
the dull luster of a worn pair of combat boots or a battered ice axe."”

John W. Matney, “I loved this book. I loved this book. I was inspired by the tenacity of Crouch and
his climbing partners, the descriptions of Patagonia and of course his many climbs. This one is
definitely a keeper and it wouldn't shock me if I read it again just for the pure enjoyment of being
transported to parts south.”



Wanderer, “Great storyteller. It's always good to read a mountaineering book that goes beyond
the travelogue or that recites only overcoming the hardships. Gregory Crouch shows he has a
knack for storytelling and a literary skill which makes this an enjoyable read. While the latter part
of the story lacks the precission and insight of the first part, the narrative style still makes me
hope this is not his only book.As an aging mountaineer of far less skill and experience as
Crouch, I found Crouch speaks to the inner psyche of those who find themselves obsessed by
the affliction for high places.”

Tridogdude, “Enjoyed every chapter. Really enjoyed reading this book. The author does a
wonderful job of bringing the drama and storms right into your vision. The book covers some of
the most epic routes on Patagonia's high peaks and the list of charactors could not have been
more real if they were made up.The chapters of Gregs flatland journies to get to his climbs are
enjoyable. There could have been some more photos but other than that a real good book about
what it takes to climb and stay sane in some of the worst mountain weather on the planet.”

Dion Hinchcliffe, “A true climber's climber explores his life and his climbs. The best book on
climbing, and life's choices, I've read this year. Highly recommended if you want to combine the
inner exploration of what's possible with your life with an unconventional story arc on life's
purpose and meaning. Gregory Crouch walked away from it all, went climbing, and ended up
with so much more in return. We could all learn a lot from his experience.Book is notable for
some of the best, highly detailed, humorous, and incredibly well written climbing stories along
with what it really takes mentally and physically to climb some of the world's toughest peaks.
Virtually every page is filled with climbing lore, philosophy, and hard core stories. When it's not,
it's about the intrepid life of Gregory Crouch, who took an unconventional left turn on life's
modern career path that has been amazingly fulfilling for him, and maybe less for most of us
than we'd like to admit.  About as good as it gets in climbing writing. Highly recommended.”

Steven E Brown, “An honest and humble climbing author. Rare indeed!. I like adventure and I
enjoy reading about climbing and climbers in particular. I find that, in addition to the physical
skills and mental toughness required to be an accomplished climber, I’m also inspired by
climber’s passion and total commitment to their craft. To be dedicated to something where you
are willing to give all you have physically and mentally to accomplishing a goal has always been
attractive to me. In this respect Crouch does not disappoint. I also enjoyed Crouch’s honesty and
humility when talking about his own abilities. This is a rare quality among climbing authors. This
is a surprisingly well written book where the author is able to share with the reader, quite
graphically, some of the physical and mental challenges a climber faces when climbing in such a
remote part of the world.”

Bownham, “Vivid reporting of extreme conditions. Recommended by an old American, ( well



younger than me ! ), when I was wandering about in the Patagonian mountains with my tent in
2013.A good read, and very evocative of the extreme conditions that prevail in the Patagonian
mountains. ( And the long periods of hanging about, hoping that the weather will get better, but it
rarely does ).Crouch tries to get into the 'why do climbers climb' question, but in this early book
of his, does not really get far with that. ( Reading his later biography, he has progressed a lot ).If
you like being in the mountains in bad conditions - some of us do - it's well worth getting a
secondhand copy to remind yourself that conditions could be worse.”

Edaw Werewolf, “Awesome. I've dreamed of climbing here for most of my life. This book is the
next best thing. Taking you into the heart of Cerro Torre and into the heart of someone with the
courage to make the dream a reality and then some. A must read for anyone interested in
climbing and adventure”

Taylor Loughran, “Great read. Such Great stories hard to put down. Wish it was way way way
way way way longer of a read”

The book by Gregory Crouch has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 51 people have provided feedback.
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